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ABSTRACT
The purpose of Project P.I.A.G.E.T. (Promoting

Intellectual Adaptation Given Experiential Transforming)'is to
provide plans and procedures to develop bilingual children's
self-concepts. This Title VII project, judged'succeSsful after 1 year
of implementation, works with bilingual, families in both the home,and
school settings. Its objectives include enhancing self-concept,
increasing learning achievement, and developing more positive
communication and interaction between child and parent. Lower I

socioeconomic status and a high unemployment rate characterize /the.,
bilingual families in the project. The program operates on six/basic
aspects of learning and growth: (1) aCquisition of intelligence, (2)
'specific linguistic /cognitive benchmarks crucial to growth, (3)
experiences to expand 'language and cog6itive growth, (4)
self-regulation of learning, (5) social, interaction, and (6)
children's play. These aspects provide the baseline for self-concept
detielopment. Specific activities in the home (grouped according to
the dimensions of body. -self, social self, cognitive-self, and
self-esteem) may be used by parents to foster healthy self-concepts
in their children. These activities,include singing songs containing
the child's name,'reading to the child, role playing, and
constructing "me" books. (HJD)
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Increasing Self Concepts of Young BilingUal Children in-Horne Settings:;
L

Discovering theRole of Parents in Project P.I.A.G.E.T. Title

Introduction ,.

Self concept is a global entity or configuration of the self yet, according to

Rogers (1951); it is admissible to observation in children's actions and statements. Ift'

comprises elements such as individual's ideas of. self in relation to others and
o

perceptions of his' abilities anti characteristics (Rogers, 1952; Gomez & Yawkey,

1980).

Writers and researchers for example, Erikson (1963), Brookover, Shailor and

6

Paterson (1964), and Workman and Stillion (1974) show repeatedly that self concept
o

is significant to learning and development. According to; (1950) and Jersild

(1952), 'the self concept :an individual holds of himself plays a strong role in- his

academic achievement in the three basic R's of reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic and)n

the. fourth R of relationships - i.e., the ability of individuals to share and work

cooperatively together (Yawkey, 1980). According to Brookover, Shaifor and

Paterson (1964), self concept encourages the learning and mastery of the academic

school concepts and Workman and Stillman (1974) note that individual-1's positive

perceptions of themselves can increase -- creative thinking or in the case of

negative perception-s -- decrease it.

Oral and written language is at minimum a part of the communication process
,

and at maximum one of the three R's -- reading. And, its development and mastery

is associated with self concept. The young bilingual child who develops, " a usage

of two languages or is dominant in a language other than English has a distinct

problem in communicatim .. and .. in self perception (Gomez & Yawkey, 1980, p.
.

187)." Because of the-English language problems set within bilingual and bicultural

perspectives and related situational factors (e.g., high rate of unemployment),
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bilingual children tend to show high incidences of negative self concept (Carter &

Segura, 1979). However, regardless of $hebilingual population from which ;the

children come, they should be able to develop and maintain a positive self concept,

of themselves equally.,as well as other children assuming the institutions such as the

family and school are supportive (Cervantes & Bernal, 1976; Deblassie & Healey,

1970). Relative to increasing or at least maintaining a positive self concept, this

article* examines the contributions that can be made by bilingual parents through

educational training to work with their own children in home settings. These

contributions from home (and school) can encourage self concept.

Contributions of Bilingual Parents to Self Concept

From results of research studies conducted over two decades, it is apparent

that parents contribute much to) the development of self concepts of their children

(Thomas, 1972; kelly, 1955). For example, children's evaluation,of themselves, thei'r

levels of aspirations, and maturity of personality are highly correlated with their

parent's perceptions of. thernsel-ves' (Kelly, 1955). In ,addiiion, the quality and

quantity pf parental assistance given, to children on school tasks, in'home settings,

are very highly- correlated with parental-aspirations for them (Soars & Soars, 1970).

Originating with the family, Combs and Super (1964) identify the crucial factors for

children's positive self concept as: (I) closeness between the child and parent, (2)

types of discipline used by the, parent and, (3) follow-through of the 'child .on
4:3

completing tasks that are appropriate to his developmental level. Accordingly, for

young bilingual (and monolingual) children, several key vari.Eibles for positive.self

conceptare parental aspirations for their childtens' expectations and parental

assistance givn to them on school related tasks. These variables become even more

important when they are compounded by the problems of poverty, social class, and

lower socioeconomic status' (Soars & Soars),' 1970). These aspirations, within a

cultural 'milieu, begin to shape theTilingual child's self concef at birth and together
r--

4
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with other factors continue to modify it .throughout the preschool, and early

elementary school years.

. The bilingual (like the monolingual) child is a product of the cUlture in which
.

he livese(Snygg & Combs, 1949). _Social pressures are placed on the child So that ,he

15ehaves ,gppropriately. At first, patents pressure-the child to act in accord with

their expectations. As youngsters grow -older, these pressures come° from friends

and other adults, who are close to the child. Thus the child is learning to define the

world around him according to his culture. (

. As a child grows and interacts with others, he begins to view himself in tetrns

of the kinds of family and cultural experiences he has. This includes'the. way he, is

treated by those responsible for his developrrnt. 'According to Mead'S (1954)

"looking glass self," the ,Way peop00 and react to al-child is like ,a mirror which

the child holds up to himself.. It reflects an image of the self which the child

evaluates as he might evaluate someone eke. In other 'Words whether the child is
a

loved, praised, punished, rejected', fails, or succeeds determines whether the child

views himself as important, unimportant, handsome, Ugly,smart or dumb. The waY\

.a child views himself governs the type of self-concept he possesses: Therefore as

the child interacts,with others, his self-concept is being shaped and molded.

And, a person acts in a way that is consistent w'ih his self-concept (Snygg &

Combs, j949)., If a child has a poor self-concept and feels he is notathletit, he

J
defends this view to he end regardless of the circuhances. Along ,these same

lines, a child's self-concept determines the way the child perceives a situation.

'Again, if a child has a poor self - concept and feels he is a failure, in every situation

no matter if he succeeds or not, he will always view himself as failing--- "he hears

what 'he wantS<'-othear."

To modify and reshape a child's self-coneept, he must lyve repeated

experienc9s where he has success and is encouraged and praised. This involves



interacting with concerned adults, who can nurture and, develop positive .11:

Concepts.

-'\ilithresearch data on self concept, school achievement and parental roles in

nurturing positiVe self concgpt and learning abilities, Head'Start and Follow-Through

problems of tke 1960's to 1980's focused on ameliorating failure with parents mid

their, children iform-lower-socioeconofnic fevels in' home (and classroom) programs

(j wkey, 1982).

'Many .of the Title VII-ESEA funded demonstration projects for bilingual,'

ch. dren ore .aimnb their resources at training parents to work with bilingual ,-
. -

°children in home (and school) settings. In the home programs these `:Tit:NVII
.

ptojects, with parents, emphasize positive self concept development of (themselves
q

, ...- . . 5

and) their children, provide instruction procedures that bilingual parents can, use
4

with their youngsters in home settings, and s'tress' closer personal and interactive

communication and relationships between them' (Yawkey, 1983).
, .

Project P.I. .G.E.T.: Hispanic - Bilingual

-6,rfProject P.1.A.G.t.T.: Promoting Intelletual Adaptation Given Experiential
....-

. ..._

Transforming isan,on-going Title VII Demonstration Project that began in 1981. It

is funded by The 'United State's Department of Educatiorc-bikice df,AilinguaI. .

Education and Languages Affairs and sponsored by The Be_ thlehem' (PA) Area' School
.1i-.. .- P

District with The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pk.' hrOugh its
. ,

,
tw&-instructional components' of hope and school, Project R.1.A.G.E.T focuses on

1,',

five major goals (Yawkey, 1983). They are:
1?

a) -developing proficiency of Hispank bilingual children in English language,'
4

while extending the use and growth of the Spaniskanguage
p-

wOrking with the Hispanic bilingual parents of program children to show

and madel ..instructional methods .and routines of working with (their

children"t at home to int a e self concepts, academic abilities, and
*a.

aspirations,
4 ,

aspirations, and parent-child communication

o



taking advantage of the young child's forffiative years -7 the foundation

for present and future growth

contributing to home, school, and community relations by using the

common goal and desire of bo h bilingual family and school for the

child's constructive, growth

educating the whole ch. d by recognizing that language .systems are
a

interrelated and interdep ent with 6-ther major areas.of child's growth

and With his family and bilingual-sociocultural milieu.

Each of these five objectives are' implemented in the home and center components

of PrOject P.I.A.G.e.T. In Project PI.A.G.E.T.'s home component the five objectives

focus on self concept enhancement, greateilearning gchievement, and more positive

communication and interaction betWeen child and parent.

The,results of the first project yk,I981- 1982 show that parent's perceptions

of 'these children's -social, academic and communication abilities significantly

increased; parent's attitudeg" 'toward their' children olsb: increased in a positive
... 1., a

0 I 0 .
- I

'3' direction. In addition arent's own self concepts'and feelings of adequacy,,in dealing

s:4 with their children's problems and school-related matters alio increased. A relaAed

,_ result showed that pdents' attitudes toward the school were very positive when

their children began -and 'crpleted the academic year, while the control grOup

arents began the school year with very positive attitudes .toward the school but

ended if ftwith native attittides toward it. The reylts with the bilingual children

were equally successful showing significant increases in self perceptions, as well
O

e

as English lartrage g th and curricular content knowledge of reading and

mi athemat

4, From Project P.I.A.G.E.T.'s results, it appears that self _concept of both
a

bilingual child and parent can be enhancedand that greater parental aspirations for

their children and greater communication between them are related to significant

7
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increases in both parent and child perceptions of their behaviors in home and schcios I

settings. In expanding self concepts of bilingual .children .and parents, similar

increases and significant relationships were obtained in the programs developed and

tested by Hurst (1973), Pjer-ee-Hones (1968) and NiMnicht, Meier and McAfee (1962).

Characteristics of Bilingual Children and Parents Served by Project P.I.A.G.E.T.

The bilingual children' and parents served by Project P.I.A.G.E.T. represent a

lower socioeconomic population as detei-mined by high unemployment rates, ,high

,rates of poblic assistance, largely public rental' housing in which they live, and

Hispanic neighborhoods in which- they reside. In addition, the population has

migrated from rural and agricultural sections of central Puerto Ricer: In seeking to

avoid' the ghettoes of the large 'nearby metiopolitan.cities, they have come to find
.

.They have brought with them poor education and a language other

than English. 'All the children enrolled in Project P.I.A.G.E.T. are bilingual -- and

show poor language growth and acquisition in both Spanish and English.

In context of the above setting, there are six basic assumptions of learning and

growth upon which this bilingual program operates. These "assumptions ,fodus on both

the parents and the children served by the project. First, the classroom program.

focuses on aiding the children's acquisition of intelligence. From a self concept

perspective, 'bilingual children, who develop thinking processes, for language and

cag-Rtion and use them in problem SolVing situations with positive environmental

feedEack, can increase their own perceptions of themselves.,

Second, the bilingual child displays specific linguistic/cognitiSbenchmarks or

characteristics that are crucial to present and future growth. These benchmarks'`

and characteristics become powerful tools for assessing,.diagnosing, and prescribing

experiences 'for language growth. The third characteristic focuses on Te type Of

experience that can expand language and cognitive growth. The bilingual child

improves self perceptions of his English and Spanish language through .uses of
4

hv



(concrete objects and things as precursors to the development of symbol systerns in

both languages.

The fourth characteristic focuses on;the child's own self regulation of learning.

The bilingual children's interests and needs determine 'many 'of die aCtiyities he
A /

pursues at school and horTig. Self concept is nurtured because the bilingual

youngster makes choices, identifies goals, and can proceed to accomplish them. In
ti

addition, he can work on these gaols at his own pace., The fifth characteristic

involves social interaction. T rough social- interactionbetween children and

between child and adult, self con t can be enhanced: As a product of mutual

interchange, bilingual children can feel that their ideas are accepted. Feeling that

they can share ideas and opinions without, reprimand, the bilingual child can develop

self-assertion and cooperation with each other. -

The sixth assumption stresses that, child's play is crucial Ito growth 9nd

.1.orning. For self concept, child's play contributes to constructive cooperation with

other youngsters. The ability to express themselves in play settings `and act out

situations aides the self concept.

The above six characteristics provide a baseline for the self concept to grow

and develop within the program. Each of these characteristics. of self cq.ncept; are

supported by activities in the home. (and clasSroorn) components of the progratn e

Examp. les of related activities, from Prokict P.I.A.9.E.T.'s home program follow,

Self Concept Activities

The bilingual parents of Project P.I.A.G.E.T. are trained 4y para aides, rho

visit their homes on a weekly basis. They are sho'Wn how to use self concept

activities and other experiences in home settings to compliment, reinforce and
, :-

extend those activities their children receive in Project P.I.A.G.E.T.'s -classroom

component. The self concept activities in Project P.I.A.G.E,T. are broken downSinto

four dimensions. They are: (a) body self (or body image) (b) cognitive self,(c) social

11.



self,..and (d)''self-esteem (Samuels,' 1977). "In other words, we Al value on our

bodies, our acadeniic ability, 'and ourselves in rolls cis *dents; friends, or son or

r , ...
idaughter

.

and.we use.adjec Ives such as good or bad to descr,ibe ourselves in each of
...-- . ,

these dimensions (Samuels, 1377, p. 33)."

First, self concept activities ised in Project P.I.A.G.E.T. emphasize the way a

person feels about his body is directly relbted Id his feelings about himself as a total

.person (Secord 4 Jourard.,. 1953).For a child's bbdy image to fully develop, he must

separate himself from others especiall), his mother. For exampl'e, Mahler, Pine and

'Bergman (1975) found that as a child grows Older he moves frcr a dependence on his

mother (0 -I) to a sense of sel_fAL,2),-,1 rc:ffinally to a separation of himself frorn his

mother (2-3). Body irnages e strengthene\d as a child feels comfortable with. his

body and gains control of it.

Project P.I.A.G:E.T. self cOn ept activi ies conducted by parents, in the home,

allow the child to gain meaning fro his interactions with his parents, in the home

°environment: As child's cognition grows, his attitudes towards, himself grow, and

his knowleidge of himself als rows.

,. A
0 'P&oject P:I.A.G.E.T. actties fo tiAne sotirol self include the cultural self. The

\ '

expectations,rof the group, to v.ltarqh child belongs, whether it be family, school,

dr other societal institutions are internalized b),`'the child. These expectations
.

determine the child's behavior. Chi dren become aware,of these expectations
,

child's , ,

, 74.. .
e . :through interactions with 'Others (e.g., parents, JeaChers, friends).

The forth dimension, of self conOept activities from Projett P.1,A.G.E.T.
..,\

emphasize self esteem;whIch is the evaluayrveThspeer: Bilingual children with high
\ ,, -

self ,$)eems respeclit themselves (-C-11b., persmith, 1)967; Rosenberg,,1974; Felker, 1974)

of, / / t
/-

P. V
:I

feel competent (Sears & Sher 'an, 19649 -
aiggory,

o

1966), did have. a strong sense of
W%

)

\ belonging (Maslow, -1954; Felker, 19745,1f their, self esteem is low, they dei,eloP

lack of respect4 for thenSse5vps an)Aelieve they .are not successful (Coopersmith,
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1967). Project P.I.A.G.E.T. self concept activities stress growth of _respect an(-1

provide settings where bilingualchildren are significant, capable, sucZessful and

worthy.

Since a positive self-concept is ;s1ressed in Project P.I.A.G.E.T., oportunities

are, provided and delivered by parents, in the home, which foster healthy self

concepts in their children. Examples of'.home activities from each of the dimensions

of self concept follow. r
Body Self. As the bilinguak,child feels comfortable with his,body, he gains

control over himself, and his body image is strengthened. Selected activities used to

develop a sound body self include:-

* Sing songs containing the children's names.

* Cut out pieces of pe6ple's bodies and male puzzles for the childreOtO

assemble. Provide music and instruments and allow them to express

rhythm with their bodies.

* Play statues (a child ;must pretend he is a statue, and if he moves, and "it"

sees him, then he becomes the new "it'). This helps the child gain control

over his body.

* Have the child pretend he is doing an activity (drinking, sitting, etc.) in slow

motion then in ast motion.

* Play games wher no one wins or loses, so the chqren can experience'

success.

* Set-up a dress up corner' with a mirror in it. Focus the discussion on the
%.-

parts of.. the body and facial epxressions.

* Provide oppOrtunities for the children to use scissors5,43nd thus becomes

conrdent with them.

* Play gables which require the children to run, jump and hop.

11 10;
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Cognitive Self. Understanding What gos'es on around thebilin'gual child makes

him.feel confident. Illus activities enhancing his coghitive self are desirable. Some

of these activities include: -

* Read to the child and provide a model by reading yourself.

* Provide materials that allow the child to create (e.g., glue, scissors,

crayons) and then-display his,creations in The home. -

* Encourage imagination and language development by having them enact and

retal stories.

* Teach them songs and fingerplays to facilitate language development.

Social Self. It is important for the child to engage in appropriate behavior.

This gives the bilingual child confidence in new situations. For example he will not

be afraid thai his behavior will embarrass his family or friends.'Examples of Project

P.I.A.G.E.T. activities that strengthen a child's social self follow:

* Arrange play. activities where sharing of, objects between parent and child

take place.

* Encourage the use of proper manners during the day.

* Create activities where children must play with other children.

* Have them role play various occupations and explain how it feels.
4

* Hdve them exchange identities with you as mother *or father and then

explain what hapopened to them while they were the other person.

* them to express their feelings through stories usinj puppets or

dramatic play.

Self-Esteem. This dimension evolves as the bilingual child interacts with,

others, who are close to'him. Through interactions with these peOple, the child

decides whether he accepts and respects himself or not. Therefore, the manner try

Which parents react to children is very important. According to Coopersmith (1967),

parents (and teachers) need to:

0

12



(a). Show continued warmth - The child senses warmth and concern from his

parent..

(b) Treat respectfully :The child's views, are considered, and

(c) Define limits. clearly - The child knows, by, the ways his parents (and

teachers) treat him, that they care for him. ,.,

These parent (and teacher) personality characteristics give the child the feeling that

he is, worthy as a person. Some activities used by parents in Project P.I.A.G.E.T. to

Promote.° child's self-esteem follow:

* Hay, he-chi I dren-makel"me"-books-.Inc I ude--pabes-on their-f am i ly-and pet.

Allow them to share their books with. others.

* Play games that allow the child to express his feelings. Start off sentences

with "I am happy when..." or "I am sad when. 1-and have the child finih

it.

Some additional activities to promote positive self-esteem in children include:

* Say more positive than negative things about the child and his behavior.

* Avoidlabeling the child.

Spend some time with each child by himself with no interruptions. During

this time make the child feel he is the most important person in the

world.

*- M,ake- the child feel that he is a member of the group and that he contributes

to the group.

The activities selected from Proje6t P.I.A.G.E.T. are just a few of many

possible ones. Reg)ii. less of the self concept activities used in the home it is

important that all four dimensions of the self concept are selected for enhancement.

Summary

:research demonstrates, a child's self concept is very impo ant to his

earning and development both in school and at home. Although the bilingual child.

13
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4..

has a poor self concept, he is no different from any other child in his ability to

acquire and maintain ,a positive self concept given the proper support(

To improve, the bilingual child's self concept, it is necessary to understand how

a-child's self concept develops. Studies show that parents play a key role (through

their aspirations for the child and their interactions with the child) in the

development of their child's self concept' As the youngster grows older, other

people witl-t whom the child interacts, shape and mold the child's self concept.

An example of plans and .procedures to develop self concepts in bilingual,

children is. Project P.I.A.G-.ET.. This project;-a-Title-V11-project-,-Was-developed to--

work with bilingual families in both the home and school settings. Its objectives

focus on self concept enhancement, increasing learning achievement, and developing

more positive communication and interaction-between chip and parent. It has been

successful after one year of implementation.

Lower socio-economic status and high unemplo ent rate characteriz'e the

bilingual families in the Title VII project. Based on these other characteiistics, the

bilingual program operates on six, basic assumptions of learning and growth: '(a)

acquisition of intelligence, (b) specific linguistic/cognitive benchmyrks crucial to

growth, (c) experiences to expand language and cognitive growth, (d) self regulation

of learning, (e) social interaction, and (f) the importance of child's play. These

assumptions provide the baseline for self ancept development.

Lastly, specific activities are given from the home component, which are used

by parents to foster healthy self concepts in their children. These activities include:

singing songs containing the child's name, reading to the child, role playing, and

constructing "me" books. The activities are grouped according to the four different

dimensions of the self concept: (a) body.self, (b) social self, (c) cognitit\self, and

(d) self-esteem.,
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